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The development of additive manufacturing (AM) technology provides higher feasibility for designing 
and manufacturing lattice structures. However, the manufacturing process usually generates residual 
deformation and stress, and even produces cracking, thus affecting the performance of the parts. This 
work establishes a simulation model of the Ti-6Al-4V lattice structures during laser powder bed fusion 
(LPBF) based on the inherent strain method. Effects of geometric lattice parameters (inclination angle, 
rod diameter, rod length) on the residual deformation and stress are analyzed. Based on the simulation 
results, measures for improving the quality of the lattice structures are proposed. The proposed model 
and simulation results can provide theoretical references for designing and manufacturing the lattice 
structures during practical engineering applications of LPBF.
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1. Introduction
Lattice structures have become promising new structural 

materials for current industrial applications because of their 
lightweight, high specific strength, and ductility1-3. Traditional 
manufacturing methods make it difficult to shape complex and 
delicate lattice structures. In contrast, the rapidly developing 
additive manufacturing (AM) technology in recent years has 
the technological characteristics of laminated manufacturing. 
It has opened up new ideas and feasibility for manufacturing 
lattice structures4-6.

Metal lattice structures prepared by AM technology 
have excellent mechanical properties. However, due to its 
rapid solidification characteristics, there are large residual 
stresses in the sample and poor forming accuracy, resulting 
in damage to its mechanical properties. Zhang et al.7 studied 
the manufacturability of Ti-6Al-4V lattice struts by selective 
electron beam manufacturing (SEBM). It is shown that the alloy 
roughness decreases as the lattice struts diameter increases, 
and the forming angle is the most important factor affecting 
the quality of lattice forming. Kadirgama et al.8 investigated 
the properties of Ti6Al4V lattice structures fabricated via 
selective laser melting(SLM). It was found that the porosity 
increased, the dimensional accuracy, Young’s modulus, and 
yield strength decreased sharply, while the roughness went 
up sharply, and the single cell size and strut size had no 
significant effect on them. The dimensional accuracy of the 
cylindrical strut is lower than that of the hexagonal strut. 
Xiao et al.9 used SLM technique combined with topology 
optimization to design and fabricate three types of lattice 
structures. The FCC and VC lattice structures have better 
mechanical properties than the ECC lattice structure. Although 
the ECC structure has the highest residual stress value it 
also has the highest energy absorption efficiency. Overall, 

the lattice structures’ topology and geometric factors have 
an impact on the manufacturability of AM lattice structures.

Laser powder bed melting (LPBF) is one of the most 
widely used AM technologies, including popular metal 
printing technologies, such as SLM and direct metal laser 
sintering (DMLS). The metal parts are constructed layer by 
layer from the bottom of the powder bed upwards. Generally, 
the metal powder is selectively melted by an intense laser 
beam, and the molten material becomes solid through rapid 
cooling and solidification10-13. However, the LPBF technique 
also has some deficiencies. The excessive temperature 
gradient will lead to high residual stress and deformation of 
materials, and components are prone to warping deformation 
and cracks14-16. To reduce the hazards caused by residual 
deformation and stress during AM, numerical simulation 
can be used to predict in advance. Based on the predicted 
and optimized process parameters, the printing success rate 
and quality are in a good chance of promotion.

Nowadays, the simulated results of thermo-mechanical 
coupling models are in good agreement with experimental 
observations when actual laser scanning paths and printing 
parameters are considered. Nevertheless, the simulation 
processes are characterized by long computational time and 
high consumption of computational resources. Especially 
for the lattice structures with more detailed features, mesh 
generation is challenging. These problems make it almost 
impossible to realize the thermo-mechanical coupling 
simulation method in the lattice structures17,18. In comparison, 
the inherent strain method only focuses on the inherent strain 
in and around the deformation area. The deformation results 
can be obtained after a single elastic calculation, significantly 
reducing the calculation time and cost.

Many research efforts have focused on developing 
effective models to predict residual stresses and deformations *e-mail: qiwu@bjut.edu.cn
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in AM metal to ensure computational accuracy and efficiency. 
The Japanese scholar Ueda et al.19 proposed the inherent strain 
method in 1975, which was initially applied to predicting 
deformation in welding processes. Deng et al.20 proposed 
the inherent deformation method based on the theory of the 
inherent strain method. It realizes the converting of strain into 
deformations, simplifying the calculation process. Keller and 
Ploshikhin21 used the inherent strain finite element method 
to simulate deformed parts during the SLM process, and 
deformation variation of the parts was obtained. However, no 
detailed theory or method was given to determine the inherent 
strain in the AM construction. Siewert et al.22 proposed a 
mechanical layer equivalence method that uses the inherent 
strain vector as input to the part-scale model. Based on 
two benchmark double cantilever beams, the inherent 
strain values were obtained experimentally. The simulated 
residual deformation and stress of the two cross-cantilever 
beams made of the Ti6Al4V alloy are compared with the 
experimental results, and reasonable consistency is found. 
Setien et al.23 proposed an empirical method to determine 
the inherent strain values based on the experimental 
measurement of residual deformation. An improved inherent 
strain model was proposed to extract the inherent strain from 
small-scale thermo-dynamic coupling simulations. Then the 
residual deformation of the lens and L-PBF components 
was predicted. Liang et al.24-26 modified the inherent strain 
method according to the characteristics of the AM process 
to predict the deformation of additively manufactured parts. 
The predicted results were compared with the experiments and 
were in good agreement. Chen et al.27 proposed a multiscale 
process modeling framework for efficiently and accurately 
simulating residual distortion and stress at the part-scale 
for the DMLS process. The effectiveness is verified by 
simulating double cantilever beams and typical components 
with different wall thicknesses and comparing them with 
experimental measurement results. Dong et al.28 proposed 
a new MIS method to improve the simulation accuracy of 
residual stress without degrading the residual deformation 
prediction. The experimental and numerical simulation 
results show that it can well predict the residual stress and 
deformation of L-PBF metal parts.

Most existing studies investigate the influence of process 
parameters on the residual deformation and stress, and few 
summarize the influence of geometric factors on the residual 
deformation and stress of the components themselves. In this 
work, we adopt the inherent strain method to simulate both 
lattice cell and multilayer structures’ forming processes. 
Then analyze the residual deformation and stress distribution 
trends. Under the constraints of the unsupported forming 
process of the additive manufactured lattice structures, the 
influence of geometric parameters (inclination, diameter, 
and length of the rod cores) on the residual deformation 
and stress are further discussed. It provides a theoretical 
reference for designing and manufacturing lattice structures 
in practical engineering applications.

2. Model Description
Based on the inherent strain method, this paper mainly 

divides into the following steps to predict the residual stress 
and deformation generated by LPBF manufacturing lattice 

structures: 1) Establish the calibration model of the melt pool 
size. The simulated melt pool size was compared with the 
experiments in the literature. The anisotropic heat conduction 
enhancement coefficient is determined to improve the accuracy 
of the heat source model; 2) The calibration results are used as 
the conditions for the LPBF thermo-mechanical coupling model 
to extract the inherent strain; 3)The results of the inherent strain 
vector are loaded into the lattice structures as the coefficient 
of thermal expansion to predict the residual deformation and 
stress. The calculation process is shown in Figure 1.

2.1. Thermo-mechanical coupling theory
LPBF forming is characterized by a significant nonlinear 

transient heat transfer process. The influence of molten pool 
flow on temperature field distribution and the molten pool size 
is not considered in LPBF, forming a finite element model. 
To mitigate this effect, the anisotropic thermal conductivity 
enhancement coefficient can be set29. The modified heat 
transfer equation is shown in Equation 1:

x x y y z z
T T T Tc k k k q
t x x y y z z

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ρ ω ω ω
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
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Where ρ is the material density; c is the specific heat 
capacity; t is the time; T is the temperature; kx, ky, kz are the 
thermal conductivity in different directions; ωx, ωy, ωz is the 
thermal conductivity enhancement coefficients in the x, y, z 
directions, respectively.

The power density of the mobile laser heat source used 
in this simulation conforms to a Gaussian distribution, which 
is expressed as a function of Equation 2:
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the simulation process.
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Where q is the laser power density; P is the laser power; 
r0 is the spot radius; r is the distance from a point in space 
to the center of the spot; A is the absorption rate of Ti-6Al-
4V metal powder to the laser at that wavelength, which is 
taken as 0.4230.

The initial temperature of its heat source model is the 
initial condition:

( )0 0 , , ,tT T x y z t= =  (3)

Its boundary conditions consist of convective heat 
transfer and radiative heat transfer, and the heat source 
boundary conditions are:

( ) ( )4 4
0 0x x y y z z

T T Tk k k T T h T T
x y z θη η η ε σ∂ ∂ ∂

+ + = − + −
∂ ∂ ∂

 (4)

Where: T0 is the ambient temperature set to 298.15K; ηx, ηy, ηz 
are the cosines of the direction normal to the outer boundary; εθ 
is the thermal radiation coefficient; σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann 
constant, taking the value of 5.67×10-8W/(m2·K4); h is the 
convective heat transfer coefficient.

The metal powder used in this study is Ti-6Al-4V alloy, 
and the two materials, metal powder and metal solid, are 
defined in the analysis process. The main difference between 
the two is the significant difference in the thermal conductivity 
of the materials. Figure 2 shows the thermo-physical 
parameters of Ti-6Al-4V used in the study31,32. The melting 
point of Ti-6Al-4V material was taken as 1923.15 K. The α 
to β phase temperature was 1268.15 K. The initial powder 
porosity was 0.48.

The established finite element model for melt pool size 
calibration is shown in Figure 3. The model’s dimensions 
are 0.5mm× 1.0mm×0.2mm, and the material is Ti-6Al-4V. 
The process parameters used to simulate LPBF are consistent 
with the literature31 experiments, as shown in Table 1. The size 

of the heat source is calibrated by comparing the simulated 
temperature fields with that of the actual forming.

For the stress calculation, the material deformation is 
assumed to satisfy the von Mises yield criterion and obeys 
the flow and bilinear hardening criterion. After obtaining the 
temperature field through thermal simulation, the calculated 
temperature field results are introduced into the mechanical 
model to analyze the stress field. The relationship between 
stress and strain is:

= eDσ ε  (5)

=e thε ε ε×  (6)

Where: σ is the stress vector; D is the elastic matrix; εe is 
the elastic strain vector;ε is the total strain vector; εth is the 
thermal strain vector. Fix the bottom of the base plate in the 
simulation process to limit the movement and deformation 
of the bottom.

The specific values of the thermal physical parameters for 
the stress field analysis33,34 are shown in Table 2. The values 
of the material properties between adjacent temperature 
points are calculated by linear interpolation.

2.2. Inherent strain theory
In the process of LPBF, the molten part of the powder 

produces thermal contraction and expansion in the solidification 
area due to heat transfer. If the stress at this point exceeds the 
material’s elastic limit, the plastic strain will be generated, 
resulting in plastic deformation. The sum of the plastic strains 
generated when the temperature increases and decreases are 
the residual plastic strain, namely the inherent strain. In the 
process of metal powder material from melting to cooling 
solidification, the total strain is equal to the sum of elastic 
strain, plastic strain, thermal strain, and the corresponding 
change.

= e T pε ε ε ε ε+ + +  (7)

Where: εe is the elastic strain; εT is the thermal strain; εp is 
the plastic strain; εθ and the corresponding variation.

Figure 2. Thermal physical parameters of Ti-6Al-4V31,32.

Table 1. Parameters of the LPBF process.

Laser power(W) Scan speed(mm/s) Scan spacing(mm) The thickness of 
powder spread(mm)

Laser beam 
diameter(mm)

Initial 
temperature(K)

200 800 0.12 0.04 0.15 298.15

Figure 3. Calibration model of melt pool size.
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The elastic strain in the free state is 0. Their thermal 
strain disappears when the metal parts are cooled to room 
temperature. The corresponding variable calculation can be 
neglected. Then the inherent strain εI is:

=I pε ε  (8)

LPBF is a 3D printing process in which metal powder 
is fused by laser, creating a new object layer by layer. 
The interlayer interaction predicts stress and strains more 
complicated. There are significant errors in predicting the 
residual stress and deformation of parts directly according to 
the theory of initial inherent strain. Based on the improved 
inherent strain method24-26, intermediate state and steady 
state are defined. The elastic strain that is not completely 
released due to the evolution of mechanical boundary during 
deposition is considered. Two-layer deposition model is 
selected for LPBF thermal-mechanical coupling analysis. 
The intermediate state is defined as when the second layer 
of deposition has just been completed. The steady state is 
the time when the whole system temperature cools down 
to the ambient temperature. The improved inherent strain 
is calculated as follows:

1 1 2 1 2
=In Plastic Elastic Elastic Total Elastic

t t t t tε ε ε ε ε ε+ − = −  (9)

Where: εIn is the improved inherent strain; 
1

Plastic
tε , 

1

Elastic
tε , 

and 
1

Total
tε  are the intermediate state plastic strain, elastic 

strain, and total strain, respectively; 
2

Elastic
tε  is the elastic 

strain at steady state.
The critical aspect of the inherent strain method is to extract 

representative inherent strain results. The implementation of 
the inherent strain method usually establishes a small-scale 
thermo-mechanical coupling model to obtain deformation 

results. The small-scale model generally chooses two 
deposition layers to represent the local model of the actual 
laser deposition path. The model of two deposition layers 
can fully reflect the influence of the deposition process inter-
tract remelting, inter-layer remelting, inter-layer binding 
force, and other factors on the deformation. In the two-layer 
deposition layer model, the nodes on the top surface of the 
first layer are selected to extract the inherent strain. Because 
the points on the top surface of the first layer all experience 
melting and remelting as well as interlayer restraint forces 
during the LPBF process.

A thermo-mechanical coupling model of LPBF double-
layer deposition is established to extract the inherent strain. 
When simulating the LPBF double-layer deposition model, the 
scanning mode is shown in Figure 4. The scanning directions 
of the upper and lower layers are perpendicular to simulate the 
commonly used bidirectional alternating serpentine scanning 
mode. The double sediment layer size is 0.6mm×0.6mm×0.08mm, 
the mesh size is 0.002mm×0.02 mm×0.01mm, the 
substrate size is 1.0mm×1.0mm×0.2mm, the mesh size 
is 0.04mm×0.04mm×0.04mm. There are 56269 nodes 
and 12200 elements in total, and the lower surface of the 
substrate is fixed.

In thermal analysis, the element birth and death technique 
is used to simulate the accumulation process of the material 
with the heat source during LPBF. All the elements in the 
deposited layer are killed before the heat source starts to 
move. When the heat source starts to move, the elements at 
the current heat source are activated. After forming, set 5s 
cooling time to reach room temperature. The strain results 
in the intermediate state and steady state are obtained, and 
four analysis paths are created on the upper surface of the first 
layer of the deposition layer, as shown in Figure 4. According 
to the Formula 9 of the improved inherent strain method, the 

Table 2. Mechanical properties of Ti-6Al-4V33,34.

Parameters Value
Temperature (K) 300 500 700 900 1100 1300
Elastic modulus (GPa) 122.7 110.5 97.4 60.8 24.3 0.2
Plastic tangent modulus (GPa) 2.7 2.6 2.0 0.4 0.02 0.01
Thermal expansion coefficient (10-6/K) 8.9 9.9 10.8 11.4 11.6 11.9
Yield strength (MPa) 995.5 713.6 538.6 348.1 32.5 6.2
Poisson ratio 0.33 0.35 0.36 0.37 0.39 0.44

Figure 4. Thermo-mechanical Coupling Model of LPBF Double Layer Deposition (a) scanning method (b) meshing finite element model.
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average strain values of x, y, and z directions are extracted 
from the four paths shown in Figure 4 as the inherent strain.

The LPBF forming process is a layer-by-layer stacking 
process. The element birth and death technique is used to 
activate layer by layer, and the inherent strain is loaded by 
the thermal strain method. The extracted inherent values are 
converted into the orthotropic thermal expansion coefficients 
to impose different thermal strains on the element. Realize the 
shrinkage of materials in different directions, and simulate the 
shrinkage process in thermal deformation. The conversion 
method of the expansion coefficient is as follows:

= /In Tα ε ∆  (10)

Where: α is the coefficient of thermal expansion; εIn is the 
inherent strain value; ΔT is the temperature change, which 
is taken as –1 K. The coefficient of expansion obtained from 
Equation 10 is used as a material parameter to calculate the 
original material’s thermal expansion coefficient.

Since LPBF technology is laser sintering forming of 
metal powder, it is limited by the size of the metal powder 
and equipment. According to the conclusions presented 
in the literature7,35-38 for the study of the forming process 
characteristics of the lattice structures, the Table 3 lattice 
cell size constraints were applied.

In this section, the average inherent strain calculated 
by thermo-mechanical coupling simulation is loaded into 
the lattice structures simulation as an input. The residual 
deformation and stress of lattice structures during LPBF 
forming were studied. Taking the BCC lattice as an example, 
the lattice configuration constraint consists of 3×3×3 BCC 
lattice cells with the dimensional configuration shown in 
Figure 5, whose cell diameter d=0.5mm, rod length l=4mm, 
and rod inclination angle θ=45°.

The mesh is divided by the Cartesian method, and 
the individual size of the voxel is set to 0.08mm. In the 
simulation, layer-by-layer printing and forming can be 
realized by applying the element birth and death technique 
function. In the beginning, all model units are activated 
layer by layer. Under the action of inherent strain, each 
layer activation will produce deformation and stress. When 
all layers are activated, the accumulated deformation is the 
final deformation of the part.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Calibration results
The contour line of the melting pool was measured 

as shown in Figure 6. The observed width and depth of 
the melting pool were 133.42 and 61.59 μm, respectively. 
The simulating error is up to 34.4% without considering the 
thermal conductivity enhancement factor.

The anisotropic thermal conductivity enhancement 
coefficients ωx =3, ωy=3, and ωz=9 were chosen for group 5. 
The simulated predicted melt pool width and depth values 
were 132.98μm and 63.36μm with errors of 0.3% and 
2.9%, respectively. By controlling the thermal conductivity 
enhancement coefficients in each direction (as shown in 
Table 4), the average errors in the melt pool depth and width 
directions were reduced to less than 2%.

Calculating the average inherent strain according to 
Formula 9 εx= –0.00497, εy= –0.00497, εz= –0.0169. Converting 
to anisotropic thermal expansion coefficient according to 
Formula 10 αx=0.00497, αy=0.00497, αz=0.0169. Change 
the material parameters to calculate the deformation results 
of structural members.

To verify the accuracy of the results, the inherent 
strain method was used to simulate the LPBF double-layer 

Table 3. Size constraints of lattice cell.

Molding angle θ/° Without support angle θ/° Rod diameter d/mm Rod length l/mm Aspect Ratio l/d
≥20 ≥43 ≥0.3 ≤5 4.39~22.9

Figure 5. (a) Schematic diagram of the dimensions of a lattice cell (b) Schematic diagram of the dimensions of multilayer BCC lattice structure.
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deposition model. The residual deformation and stress results 
are compared with the steady state results of the thermo-
mechanical coupling method.

The maximum residual deformation of the thermo-
mechanical coupled simulation is 2.41 μm, and the maximum 
residual deformation of the inherent strain method simulation 
result is 2.23 μm, where the relative error is 7.73%. Extract 
the deformation amount of each node on the centerline and 
sideline of the contact surface between the deposition layer 
and the substrate for comparison, as shown in Figure 7. The 
deformation trends of the two methods are consistent on the 
nodes of the centerline and sideline. The average error of the 
total deformation simulated by the inherent strain method 
on the centerline relative to the thermomechanical coupling 
results is 4.28%. The average error of the total deformation 
on the sideline is 11.4%.

The residual stresses on the centerline of the double-layer 
deposition model at different heights along the z-direction 

as shown in Figure 8a were extracted for analysis. It can be 
seen from Figure 8b that the residual stress distribution trend 
simulated by the inherent strain method and the thermo-
mechanical coupled method is the same. The value of residual 
stress in the double-layer deposition model decreases along the 
z-direction. The residual stress at the bottom of the sediment 
layer is mainly concentrated in the outer part, and the residual 
stresses at the top are mainly concentrated in the middle. 
However, the inherent strain method predicts slightly larger 
values of residual stresses than the thermo-mechanical coupled 
model. The reason is that the inherent strain method does not 
consider such factors as material properties that vary with 
temperature35. In addition, the same model’s inherent strain 
method takes 3 minutes to simulate compared to 40 minutes 
for the thermo-mechanical coupled model. The calculation 
time of the inherent strain method is reduced by 92% compared 
to the thermo-mechanical coupled method.

Table 4. Anisotropic thermal conductivity enhancement factor.

Model No. wx wy wz Melt pool width/μm Melt pool depth/μm Width error/% Depth error/% Average error/%

1 1 1 1 179.24 49.98 34.3 18.8 26.6
2 1 1 2 163.22 61.68 22.3 0.14 11.2
3 1 1 3 152.42 65.69 14.2 6.6 10.4
4 2 2 6 143.11 68.02 7.3 10.4 8.9
5 3 3 9 132.98 63.36 0.3 2.9 1.6

Figure 6. Comparison of simulated and experimental melt pools26.

Figure 7. (a) Comparison of center line node deformation (b) Comparison of edge line node deformation.
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3.2. Deformation and stress results
The residual deformation and stress clouds of the 

BCC lattice structure after printing are shown in Figure 9. 
The figure shows that the outer contour of the lattice 
structure is stepped, which is different from the actual 
forming surface. This is due to the limited computing 

power of the computer. After reasonable treatment of the 
actual powder layer thickness in the simulation process, 
the computer magnified the actual structure due to the 
layered stacking effect. The residual deformation of the 
BCC lattice structure is mainly concentrated on one side 
of the lower surface of the inclined rod. The closer to the 
node, the smaller the residual deformation, and the more 

Figure 8. (a) Residual stress of LPBF double-layer deposition model under two methods (b) Residual stress at different heights along 
the Z direction.

Figure 9. Residual deformation and stress results of LPBF manufacturing lattice structures (a) Residual deformation of multilayer BCC 
lattice structure (b) Residual deformation of BCC lattice cell (c) Residual stress of multilayer BCC lattice structure (d) Residual stress 
of BCC lattice cell.
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horizontal the residual deformation distribution. This is due 
to the high temperature of the melt pool at the overhanging 
position and the large temperature gradient, which makes 
it easy to have significant thermal stresses.

The residual deformation and stress distribution clouds 
of a single lattice cell in multilayer lattice structures are 
shown in Figure 9b-9d in separate simulations. The residual 
deformation and stress distribution trends of a single lattice 
cell are the same as those of a single cell in the center of 
multilayer lattice structures. Meanwhile, the maximum 
residual deformation was 0.0345 mm and 0.0345 mm for 
a single lattice cell and multilayer lattice structures, and 
the maximum residual deformation was 1595 MPa and 
1585 MPa, respectively. The residual deformation and 
residual stress of multilayer lattice structures and a lattice 
cell are similar in value. Therefore, it can be considered 
that a single lattice cell individual is the smallest unit 
that determines the residual deformation and stress of the 
multilayer lattice structures. So when exploring the effect 
of the lattice structure’s geometry factors on residual 
deformation and stress, it is possible to use only a single 
lattice cell as an example for calculation.

3.3. Influencing factors analysis
Three numerical simulation cases are set as shown in 

Table 5. Taking the BCC lattice cell as an example, the 
effects of geometric factors, such as rod inclination, rod 
diameter, and rod length, on residual deformation and stress 
are discussed. The maximum residual deformation and stress 
of the whole BCC lattice cell, bottom surface, node surface, 
and top surface are extracted for analysis.

Figure 10 shows the variation trend of the maximum 
residual deformation and stress of the whole BCC lattice 
cell and different parts with the inclination, diameter, and 
length of the rod.

As shown in Figure 10a, with the same rod diameter 
and length, the maximum residual deformation decreases 
sharply from 15° to 40° with increased rod inclination and 
then gradually becomes smooth. It can also be seen that 
the deformation trend of the top surface is the same as that 
of the whole, and the bottom surface is the same as that 
of the node surface. In addition, the residual deformation 
distribution becomes more and more uniform with the 
increase of the rod inclination angle, as can be seen from 
the cloud diagram. This is because the deformation of the 
inclined rod in the BCC lattice cell is mainly caused by 
warpage and shrinkage39. When the inclination angle of the 
rod is less than 40 °, the deformation is primarily driven by 
warping. And when the inclination angle of the rod is greater 
than 40 °, the deformation is mainly caused by shrinkage. 
This is due to the fact that when the rod inclination is less 
than 40 °, the smaller the rod inclination is, the shorter the 
overlap length between layers is, and the corresponding 
overhang length increases. While the powder support length 
of the forming layer increases and the laser spot will shine 

Figure 10. (a) Variation of maximum residual deformation with rod inclination (b) Variation of maximum residual deformation with rod 
diameter (c) Variation of maximum residual deformation with rod length (d) Variation of maximum residual stress with rod inclination 
(e)Variation of maximum residual stress with rod diameter (f) Variation of maximum residual stress with rod length.

Table 5. Simulation parameter settings.

No. Rod inclination 
θ/°

Rod diameter 
d/mm

Rod length 
l/mm

1 15~75(Δθ=5) 0.5 4
2 45° 0.2~1.1(Δd=0.1) 4
3 45° 0.5 2~11(Δl=1)
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more on the powder support area. However, the poor heat 
dissipation of the powder leads to the formation of a large 
melt pool, which generates a large temperature gradient and 
leads to warping deformation near the overhanging surface. 
Furthermore, the powder support length gradually decreases 
in the rod inclination angle greater than 40 °. At this time, 
the powder mainly causes deformation in the role of laser 
melting and solidification shrinkage. On the other hand, the 
cooling rate of inclined struts was higher than that of vertical 
struts in LPBF forming technology40, which was another 
reason why the residual deformation decreased with the 
increase of rod inclination.

The maximum residual deformation of the BCC lattice 
cell with different rod diameters is shown in Figure 10b. 
From the figure, it can be concluded that the maximum 
residual deformation of a BCC lattice cell increases linearly 
with the increase in rod diameter. Moreover, the maximum 
residual deformation changes from the bottom to the top 
surface with the same trend and increases with the height 
increase. The reason for this is that the overlapping area 
between the formed powder layers increases with increasing 
rod diameter at the same rod inclination. Subsequently, the 
laser action time and area will also increase. The larger the 
forming area is, the larger the corresponding shrinkage is, 
and the relationship is linear.

Figure 10c simulates the variation of the maximum 
residual deformation of the BCC lattice cell with the rod 
length. It is not difficult to conclude that the maximum 
residual deformation of the lattice cell increases slowly with 
the rod length, and the rod length has no significant effect 
on the residual deformation. Since the residual deformation 
of the lattice structure is more affected by the constraint of 
the substrate when the rod length is short. At this time, the 
whole structure is closer to the substrate, heat dissipation is 
better, and residual deformation increases slowly. While, with 
the increase of the rod length, the substrate’s constraint on 
the lattice structure gradually decreases. At the same time, 
the heat dissipation environment tends to be stable and the 
deformation also tends to be stable.

Figure 10d-10f show the effects of different lattice geometry 
parameters on the maximum residual stresses in the BCC 
lattice. Compared with Figure 10a-10c, it can be found that 
the effect of lattice geometry parameters on the residual stress 
is similar to the effect on the residual deformation. However, 
the influence of geometric parameters on residual stress is not 
as apparent as that on residual deformation. The maximum 
residual stress decreases with increasing rod inclination and 
increases with increasing rod diameter, and the rod length 
has almost no effect on the residual stress. Furthermore, for 
different geometrical parameters, the maximum residual 
stresses in the BCC lattice cells decrease sequentially from 
the bottom to the nodes to the top, contrary to the residual 
deformation pattern.

4. Conclusions
1. The accuracy of the thermo-mechanical coupling 

model was improved by adding anisotropic thermal 
conductivity enhancement coefficients. In verifying 
the accuracy of the inherent strain method, the average 
error of the inherent strain method relative to the 

thermomechanical coupling method is about 7%. 
According to the error analysis results, the results 
of simulating the residual deformation and stress 
of the lattice using the inherent strain method are 
referable. In addition, the inherent strain method is 
used to significantly shorten the calculation time.

2. Compared with the results of residual deformation 
and stress of lattice forming, a lattice cell’s residual 
deformation and stress distribution is the same as 
that of the cell in the center of the multilayer lattice. 
The maximum residual deformation and stress are 
similar in value. A lattice cell can be regarded as 
the smallest element that determines the residual 
deformation and stress of the lattice structures.

3. When the angle of the lattice cell rod is less than 
40 °, the influence of the angle on the maximum 
residual deformation is more significant. When the 
angle is greater than 40 °, the effect of the angle 
on the minimum residual deformation is rapidly 
weakened. The maximum residual deformation of 
lattice cells increases linearly with the increase in rod 
diameter. The influence of rod length on its residual 
deformation can be ignored. Under different geometric 
parameters, the maximum residual deformation of 
BCC lattice cells increases with the height from the 
bottom to the node surface to the top.

4. The maximum residual stress decreases slowly with 
the increase of the rod angle and increases gently with 
the rise of the rod diameter. The length of the rod 
has little effect on the residual stress. With different 
geometric parameters, the maximum residual stress 
of the BCC lattice cell decreases with the height 
from the bottom to the node surface to the top.

5. Since it is difficult to remove supports from the 
lattice structures in actual printing, this work focuses 
on the effect of residual deformation and stresses 
generated during the unsupported forming of the lattice 
structures. However, in practice use, LPBF printed 
parts mainly use dense components and supports for 
heat dissipation to reduce thermal stress. The effect 
of supports on residual deformation and stresses is 
impossible to be ignored. Therefore, further research is 
needed to investigate the effect of support on residual 
stress and deformation. In addition, this work lacks 
experimental verification of residual deformation 
and stresses in the lattice structures, which is hoped 
to be further improved in future work.
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